Role

Graduate Trainee Accountant – ACA/CIMA

Location

Egham

Salary

Competitive salary

At Isosceles, we want to hear from graduates who have completed their studies and who are
looking to train to Chartered Accountancy (ACA or CIMA) status and build a great future as
an accountant. This is a fantastic opportunity to become a qualified accountant and develop
great commercial and consultancy skills.
About us
We’re not a traditional accounting practice - we provide bespoke outsourced accounting,
advisory, control and strategic financial support for a varied and expanding client base, many
of them working through rapid growth. While for some we are their full Finance team, we also
work with clients on merger, acquisition and divestiture execution, on managing and
expanding an international presence, on funding growth and achieving a high value sale.
Why join us?
Isosceles is a great place to launch your career. We’re trusted advisors to entrepreneurs and
investors and we rely on recruiting the best talent. This is a brilliant opportunity to train as
an accountant and get exposure across a range of industries and company sizes. You’ll not
only qualify as an accountant, you’ll also learn to be a consultant.

About the job
This is a fully funded ICAEW or CIMA Trainee Graduate Accountant Programme. Initially, due
to current government restrictions you’ll work from home and will receive virtual training, but
as soon as we can, we’ll migrate back to our main office near Heathrow.
Wherever you’re working from, you’ll learn from a team of professionals at various levels in
their accounting career. You’ll quickly gain experience across the range of core accounting
skills such as management of ledgers; fixed asset registers; expenses; bank reconciliations;
VAT; financial reporting, variances, cash flow analysis and balance sheet, as well as getting
involved in audit. You’ll have exposure to and be responsible for client work from the very
beginning, so you’ll quickly build your own portfolio of clients and or/ areas of technical
expertise. As your experience and training progress, so too will the scale and complexity of
your clients and your role.
About you
We work with entrepreneurs; you’ll need to match their ambition, energy, drive and focus.
You’ll have to quickly establish yourself as an integral part of both Isosceles and your clients’
teams, so you’ll thrive working in a collaborative environment.

As an aspiring accountant, you’ll have strong organisation, numeracy and communication
skills, with a natural focus on accuracy and detail.
What you need:






2:1 degree or higher. Any discipline will be considered.
3 A Levels (or equivalent), with at least two at grades A*-B.
Strong GCSE grades, including Maths and English.
Good IT skills and a confident user of Microsoft Office, including exposure to Excel.
The right to work in the UK without restrictions for the duration of the graduate scheme
(3 years).

Interested?
Then have a look around our graduate pages and apply with your CV and cover letter, telling
us why you want to spend another three years studying and what you think you can bring to
Isosceles.
Best of Luck.

